0325 PM     TSTM WND DMG     LAKE CLEAR              44.37N  74.23W
07/30/2019                   FRANKLIN           NY   911 CALL CENTER
REPORT OF MULTIPLE TREES DOWN ON STATE ROAD 30.

0328 PM     NON-TSTM WND GST ADIRONDACK AIRPORT 44.40N  74.20W
07/30/2019                     M60 MPH          FRANKLIN           NY   ASOS

0330 PM     TSTM WND DMG     ALBURGH                 44.98N  73.30W
07/30/2019                   GRAND ISLE         VT   PUBLIC
TREES DOWN IN ALBURGH

0342 PM     TSTM WND DMG     1 NNW BURLINGTON        44.51N  73.24W
07/30/2019                   CHITTENDEN         VT   NWS EMPLOYEE
TWO LARGE TREES DOWN ON VILLAGE GREEN (NEW NORTH END).

0350 PM     TSTM WND DMG     2 WSW MALLETTS BAY      44.54N  73.25W
07/30/2019                     M76 MPH          CHITTENDEN         VT   UTILITY COMPANY
TREES DOWN ON PRIM RD (RT 127)

0352 PM     TSTM WND GST     NORTH HERO              44.82N  73.28W
07/30/2019                     M76 MPH          GRAND ISLE         VT   PUBLIC
REPORTED AT NORTH HERO BRIDGE PROJECT

0355 PM     TSTM WND DMG     4 W SWANTON JUNCTION    44.87N  73.18W
07/30/2019                   FRANKLIN           VT   PUBLIC
TREES AND POWERLINES DOWN ON MAQUAM SHORE RD

0403 PM     TSTM WND DMG     ST. ALBANS              44.81N  73.08W
07/30/2019                   FRANKLIN           VT   PUBLIC
TREE DOWN ON CAR.

0408 PM     TSTM WND DMG     3 N ESSEX CENTER        44.55N  73.07W
07/30/2019                     CHITTENDEN         VT   NWS EMPLOYEE
2 LARGE TREES DOWN ON OLD STATE RD BY ESSEX COUNTRY CLUB.

0420 PM     TSTM WND DMG     3 SSW HIGHGATE FALLS    44.90N  73.05W
07/30/2019                   FRANKLIN           VT   PUBLIC
MOBILE HOME MOVED OFF FOUNDATION

0424 PM     TSTM WND DMG     SHELDON                 44.88N  72.95W
07/30/2019                   FRANKLIN           VT   PUBLIC
NUMEROUS TREES DOWN

0450 PM     TSTM WND DMG     2 NNW MOSCOW             44.46N  72.73W
07/30/2019                   LAMOILLE           VT   UTILITY COMPANY
TREE DOWN ON POWERLINE ON BARROWS RD
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